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Abstract—Deep learning (DL) has been successfully applied
to encrypted network traffic classification in experimental set-
tings. However, in production use, it has been shown that a
DL classifier’s performance inevitably decays over time. Re-
training the model on newer datasets has been shown to only
partially improve its performance. Manually re-tuning the model
architecture to meet the performance expectations on newer
datasets is time-consuming and requires domain expertise. We
propose AutoML4ETC, a novel tool to automatically design
efficient and high-performing neural architectures for encrypted
traffic classification. We define a novel, powerful search space
tailored specifically for the early classification of encrypted traffic
using packet header bytes. We show that with different search
strategies over our search space, AutoML4ETC generates neu-
ral architectures that outperform the state-of-the-art encrypted
traffic classifiers on several datasets, including public benchmark
datasets and real-world TLS and QUIC traffic collected from
the Orange mobile network. In addition to being more accurate,
AutoML4ETC’s architectures are significantly more efficient and
lighter in terms of the number of parameters. Finally, we make
AutoML4ETC publicly available for future research.

Index Terms—Encrypted Traffic Classification; Neural Archi-
tecture Search; AutoML; HTTP/2; TLS; QUIC

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic classification (TC) is an important task for the opera-
tion and management of computer networks. It is essential for
traffic analysis and can be used for effective network planning,
resource provisioning and allocation, providing differentiated
Quality-of-Service (QoS), improving customer Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE), monitoring network security, etc. For instance,
the Internet service provider (ISP) can use TC to identify
different types of traffic in the network and to differentiate
the services provided to them, e.g., prioritizing certain types
of traffic over others. Moreover, it could be used to guarantee
service and resources to critical business services that are
associated with a specific type of traffic. Another example
would be the use of TC in Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS);
with TC, an IDS could distinguish unknown network traffic
from other types of traffic and take appropriate actions, such
as blocking them. This example is an application of TC for
anomaly detection. Due to the pervasive use of encryption
nowadays, the bulk of Web-based applications communicate

using Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), which
relies on Transport Layer Security (TLS) to encrypt the
application message, making TC a difficult task.

Deep learning (DL) has been widely employed for en-
crypted traffic classification (ETC) with performance ex-
ceeding traditional machine learning (ML) methods [1]–[7].
However, the classification performance is known to vary
based on the model architecture and the target dataset. The
effect of the dataset on model performance, in particular the
distribution of data across classes, is especially important, as
some distributions are easier to learn than others. For real-
world ETC datasets, the data collection process, e.g., location
of monitoring sensors in the network, duration of traffic
capture, and employed filters, can affect the data distribution.
For example, a dataset collected from a local area network
is expected to have a different distribution from an ISP-level
network dataset, as the larger the number of users in a network,
the more diverse the generated traffic.

In 2020, we designed UWOrange [8], a DL-based service-
and application-level encrypted traffic classifier with a novel
tripartite architecture that out-performed state-of-the-art classi-
fiers on Orange mobile traffic data as well as existing, publicly
available datasets. However, as time went by, we observed that
the performance of UWOrange on our ISP partner’s newer
traffic data was decaying. We thoroughly investigated this
issue and reported in [9], [10] how in a production setting,
even when the data collection process is the same, state-of-
the-art DL encrypted traffic classifiers (including UWOrange)
are prone to performance decay. We highlighted the stark
differences in state-of-the-art DL model performance across
datasets, which was partly attributed to a change in the
properties and statistical distribution of data over time, also
known in the ML community as data drift.

Our findings suggested that in production, periodic model
re-training over newer datasets was inevitable to alleviate
the effect of data drift. However, re-training UWOrange on
newer datasets did not prevent performance loss, which was
particularly significant on specific datasets [9], [10]. The
decreasing performance of the re-trained classifier on newer
datasets led us to assert that the architecture of UWOrange,
initially designed to perform particularly well on baseline
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datasets, was no longer suitable for newer datasets. It became
clear that in production, the hyper-parameters of the DL
classifier, e.g., learning rate, had to be re-tuned and the model
architecture adapted by a domain expert on a regular basis,
both of which are time-consuming and primarily based on
trial-and-error.

When experimenting with UWOrange on Orange network
data, it also became apparent that the use cases of interest
required a more efficient, light-weight model architecture,
capable of classifying traffic with just a few initial packets
per flow (i.e., early classification) with high accuracy. These
requirements, in addition to the challenges posed by data
drift, i.e., constant, manual re-tuning or re-tweaking of the
model architecture, motivated the need for an automated tool
to design neural network architectures that are: (i) capable
of classifying an encrypted flow with high accuracy from the
first few packets, and (ii) lighter and more resource-effective
models with comparable or better performance than the state of
the art. Such a tool can be used to automatically produce new
architectures adapted to newer datasets instead of manually
re-tuning older ones.

Automating the process of finding the right architecture with
the right hyper-parameters is a problem known to DL. In meta-
learning, it was previously suggested to use a supervisory neu-
ral network to learn the hyper-parameters of a subordinate neu-
ral network [11], [12]. Recently, Neural Architecture Search
(NAS) [13], [14], a sub-field of Automated Machine Learning
(AutoML) [15], was introduced to automatically learn the
best neural network architecture given a particular dataset.
NAS arose from the extensive architectural engineering effort
needed every time a new image classification dataset emerges.
This closely aligns with the practical challenges pertaining to
ETC. However, NAS requires choosing the building blocks of
the architecture search space, which is not trivial and requires
domain expertise.

In this regard, our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose AutoML4ETC, a novel resource-effective
tool to automatically design efficient and high-performing
neural network architectures for ETC, given a target
dataset. We show that in addition to being more accurate,
the AutoML4ETC’s architectures are significantly more
efficient and lighter than state-of-the-art encrypted traffic
classifiers in terms of the number of parameters.

• We define a novel, powerful architecture search space tai-
lored specifically for producing efficient encrypted traffic
classifiers that leverage packet raw bytes. The building
blocks of the search space were carefully selected after
we exhaustively studied state-of-the-art architectures for
ETC and extensively experimented with different archi-
tectures on real-world encrypted network traffic collected
on the Orange mobile network. We show that the pro-
duced models achieve high classification accuracies from
the first three Transport Layer Security (TLS) handshake
packets and, for the first time in ETC literature, from the
singleton ClientHello packet of the Quick UDP Internet
Connection (QUIC) protocol. This makes these classifiers
suitable for early traffic classification.

• We validate AutoML4ETC by extensively experimenting
with real-world encrypted network traffic collected on the
Orange mobile network. AutoML4ETC’s architectures
show superior performance both on QUIC and TLS
traffic, with service-level and application-level classifica-
tion alike. We further experiment with publicly available
datasets for the reproducibility of results and make the
tool publicly available1 to advance the state of the art.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the background and discusses related lit-
erature works. Section III provides an exposition of the
core components of AutoML4ETC. Section IV evaluates Au-
toML4ETC’s search space, search algorithms, and training
strategies. It showcases the efficacy of the AutoML4ETC-
generated architectures over public and real-world datasets,
and demonstrates their superior performance in comparison to
state-of-the-art encrypted traffic classifiers. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper and instigates future directions.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

A. Neural Architecture Search

NAS [14] leverages a controller Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) to generate neural network architectures. Figure 1
shows an architecture generated by NAS that consists of
convolutional layers only, where a layer in the Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) is described by a sequence of tokens.
Each token determines a separate characteristic of the con-
volutional layer, such as filter size and stride. The different
compositions and permutations of the sequences determine the
model architectures that can be generated, which represents the
search space.

In NAS, a controller RNN is trained using Reinforcement
Learning (RL), where the actions are the choice of tokens
while the reward signal is the validation accuracy of the model,
i.e., the sequence of tokens. RL consists of a series of trials,
where a child model is created by sampling the parameter
values generated by the RNN at the end of each trial. As
shown in Figure 2, a sampled model is trained and evaluated
on a dataset per trial to compute the reward, which makes
NAS computationally expensive.

The RL algorithm described above operates within a space
of possible sequences. This space is decided by the set of
possible tokens that the controller RNN can generate at each
time step. It is up to the domain expert to determine the set
of possible tokens for RNN, which is similar to the set of
words in the dictionary of a language generator. Researchers
in [14] proposed two different search spaces for creating
both CNNs and RNNs. The authors increased the complexity
of the convolutional models by introducing anchor points
(cf. Figure 1) into the search space, which determines the
probability of having skip connections between a layer and
its previous layers. This allowed the architecture to contain
branching or skip connections similar to the ones in ResNet
[16]. Their results showed that the generated CNN models
perform within an error rate of 1% from the state-of-the-
art image classifiers on the CIFAR-10 dataset [17]. The high

1https://github.com/OrangeUW/AutoML4ETC
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Fig. 2: Overview of NAS with RL [14]

performance is attributed to training 12,800 architectures using
800 GPUs for concurrent training, which makes their approach
very resource-intensive.

Authors in [18] enhanced the set of tokens, i.e., architec-
ture building blocks that the RNN generates in [14]. Their
enhancement is based on the observation that state-of-the-art
image classifier architectures have repeated network motifs,
i.e., small building blocks in the architecture’s graph that are
replicated. Their proposed search space consists of a sequence
of Normal and Reduction cells, in which only the Reduction
cells reduce the size of the feature map. Between different ar-
chitectures in the search space there is variation in the interior
structure of the Normal and Reduction cells. Each cell is made
up of a constant number of network motifs, where each motif
consists of two inputs fed into two blocks that are aggregated.
The types of blocks (e.g., separable convolution, identity,
1x1 convolution) and the aggregation function (e.g., add,
concatenate) are determined by the controller RNN along with
the connections between the motifs. Their method performed
slightly better than the best recorded performance on CIFAR-
10, with the added benefit of being transferable to the larger
ImageNet dataset [19] despite the computational complexity
of NAS. The authors leveraged a transfer learning approach
to speed up child model training and promote transferability.

Both previous approaches suffer from high computational
complexity. To address this problem, [20] improved NAS’s
time complexity by a factor of 1000 and achieved an error

rate of within 0.3% of NAS. To make this happen, the authors
employed parameter sharing among all child models, which
is inspired by transfer learning [18] and multi-task learning
[21]. The authors named their approach Efficient Neural Archi-
tecture Search (ENAS). ENAS uses a more restrictive search
space, where only the child models that can be represented by
a directed acyclic graph are considered. Moreover, their micro
search space is without non-separable convolutional blocks.
The results of the micro search space are then compared to
those of the search space in NAS. Our proposed novel search
space is inspired by the search space in ENAS.

The choice of the search algorithm has also been explored
in NAS, where some works leveraged RL while others resorted
to Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Outside the realm of NAS,
[22] proposed Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) that extended
the well-known Multi-armed Bandit technique in RL to tree-
structured search spaces. This inspired an interesting approach
in [23] that improved the controller by using MCTS to find
the best architecture hyper-parameters. Using MCTS with
Upper Confidence bound applied to Trees (UCT) is known to
balance exploitation and exploration in the searching process
and overcome possible sub-optimal solutions. The main idea is
to use MCTS to find the model’s hyper-parameters in a layer-
by-layer fashion in the child model descriptions. Selection,
Expansion, Playout with simulation, and Backpropagation are
the main steps of MCTS. To reliably estimate the search
directions in MCTS, the child models are trained multiple
times. The authors suggested using simulation to estimate the
child model’s accuracy, such that the child model is trained
only once on the dataset, as opposed to multiple times, which
saves on training time. The model’s accuracy is then estimated
by aggregating the training and simulation results.

EAs are an alternate to RL for searching the neural archi-
tecture search space [24], [25]. Authors in [24] evolved an
initial population of strings representing neural architectures
by using a tournament selection algorithm, where after each
pairwise comparison the worse individual dies and the better
one mutates. The fitness of each string is determined by the
respective architecture’s validation accuracy after being trained
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on a dataset. Similar to [20], researchers in [25] used an
EA to search the NASNet search space. The authors used a
tournament selection algorithm similar to [24] and introduced
the concept of aging to individuals. Comparing their algorithm
to the RL baseline, they showed that their EA achieves a
higher accuracy faster than the RL-based method, however,
both methods converged to the same accuracy asymptote. The
authors argued that the EA-based method is more relevant in
larger search spaces where reaching the optimal solution may
be resource intensive. We compare the EA algorithm in [25]
to other search algorithms over our search space in Section
IV.

B. AutoML for Encrypted Traffic Classification

A plethora of machine learning models have been suggested
for traffic classification since the early 2000s. Numerous
classical machine learning models including Naive Bayes,
Bayesian Networks, k-Nearest Neighbor, and Random Forests
[26], [27] were shown to effectively classify traffic datasets,
including encrypted TOR traffic. A survey of these classical
models can be found in [28]. The use of time-series features
including packet size and direction sequences, first suggested
in [26] as a side channel to attack TOR, was shown to be
especially effective across models.

With the widespread adoption of deep neural networks,
numerous deep architectures were employed for ETC includ-
ing Multi-Layer Perceptron, Convolutional Neural Networks,
Long Short-Term Memory networks, Gated Recurrent Units,
Stacked AutoEncoders, and Transformers ( [2], [4], [8], [29]–
[33]) and shown to be effective on private datasets [1], [8], [34]
as well as open research datasets [35]–[37]. By and large, some
works such as [4], [30], [33] primarily focus on designing
representations of traffic data for well-known architectures,
while others like [2], [8], [29], [31], [32] focus on designing
deep architectures tailored for well-known network traffic
data representations. This paper focuses on automating the
latter, more precisely, automatically designing an optimized
architecture for a specific traffic data representation and a
particular dataset.

In an attempt to obtain a more realistic evaluation of the
proposed ETC models in the literature, including classical
and deep models, [1], [38] performed comparative studies of
existing model performances on real-world datasets. [1] shows
that the performances of deep and classical models are close,
with 1D-CNN and MLP winning over Random Forest by a
small margin. [38] highlights the importance of parameter
tuning and shows that by simply tuning the maximum tree
depth, XGBoost can significantly outperform CNN methods.

The importance of hyper-parameter tuning is a driving factor
in this work, although we take the opposite direction from
[38]’s experiments with XGBoost, and focus on finding the
best hyper-parameters and architecture for a CNN. Following
our previous work, [9], in which we highlight the challenges
along the way of manually adapting a successful deep archi-
tecture to new traffic traces, in this work, we explore a way
to automate the manual process, given a dataset and a space
of hyper-parameters.

AutoML was recently employed for traffic classification
in [39], [40]. Both [39] and [40] focus on designing traffic
representations for efficient classification performance. While
[39] proposes a normalized packet-level representation, [40]
proposes a process for extracting flow-level features from
sequences of packet size and directions. They both use the
publicly available AutoGluon tool [41]. AutoGluon’s approach
to AutoML is different from NAS. Rather than opting to
find the best model hyperparameters, it creates ensembles of
several models by stacking them in layers. It is designed to be
fast and simple to use by non-experts. Its base models include
classical and deep models. For example, [39] uses six types
of base models including tree-based methods, deep neural
networks, and neighbors-based classifiers. A similar ensemble-
based method is employed in Mljar [42], a python AutoML
package employed in [43] for malware detection. However,
Mljar only includes classical machine learning models as base
models, hence, [43] is further from our work than the former
two.

III. AUTOML4ETC
In this section, we describe and discuss the major compo-

nents of AutoML4ETC, namely: (i) the search space, (ii) the
search algorithm, and (iii) the child model training strategy.
These components are independent of one another, allowing
flexibility in the choice of each component.

A. Search Space
The search space in AutoML4ETC consists of a variety of

operations (e.g., add, concatenate), connections (i.e., input,
output) and their ordering, and the number of supported layers
(e.g., convolution layers). These are the building blocks for
the controller (i.e., search algorithm) to choose from and
interconnect to create the neural network architectures of child
models. The output of any generated child model is connected
to a Softmax layer to produce the final classification.

As depicted in Figure 3, the overall architecture of a child
neural network includes a single Normal cell and a single
Reduction cell, which are composed of the building blocks
in the search space. In comparison to complex sequential
architectures, this lightweight structure allows us to learn
simpler and more generalizable models (cf. Section IV-G).
The cell input goes through a hyper-layer before entering a
cell, as shown in Figure 3. The hyper-layer is either a Filter
Alignment or a Factorized Reduction layer depending on the
cell type.

• Filter Alignment hyper-layer: A Normal cell is preceded
by a Filter Alignment layer, which consists of sequential
ReLU, convolution, and batch normalization. This layer
introduces filters at the beginning of the cell (i.e., 64
initial filters, which is configurable).

• Factorized Reduction hyper-layer: A Reduction Cell is
preceded by a Factorized Reduction layer, depicted in
Figure 4, which is necessary to process and reduce the
input size in half.

We compare the novel search space proposed for Au-
toML4ETC against state-of-the-art search spaces (cf. Section
IV-D).
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Fig. 3: AutoML4ETC search space

Fig. 4: Factorized Reduction hyper-layer modules

B. Search Algorithms

Given a search space, the search algorithm (i.e., the con-
troller) describes the child neural network architecture. To
accomplish this, as discussed, the search algorithm composes
a single Normal cell and a single Reduction cell from the
search space. Each cell consists of a number of nodes (i.e.,
4, which is empirically deduced and configurable), as shown
in Figure 5. For each node, the search algorithm makes the
following decisions:

1) Choose Input 1 and Input 2 from the output of the
previous nodes. If it is the first node, choose from the
inputs of the cell.

2) Choose the operation for Input 1 and Input 2 from: (i)
identity, (ii) separable convolution hyper-layer with kernel
size 3 or 5, and (iii) average or max pooling with kernel
size 3. These choices are inspired from [18].

3) Add output of the two operations and return as the output
of the node.

A separable convolution hyper-layer consists of sequen-
tially connected layers of ReLU, separable convolution, batch
normalization, and dropout. We found that using a high-rate
dropout layer (e.g., 0.4) during search alleviates overfitting
to training data, leading to a more generalizable model.
Furthermore, similar to [18], we employ two sequentially
connected separable convolution hyper-layers every time the
search algorithm chooses this operation. Such a structure for
convolution layers has also been extensively used for deep
ETC models [2], [8], [34], and has been shown to achieve
high classification accuracy.

Importantly, the search algorithm may not choose the output
from a node as an input to other nodes in the same cell. We call
these unused outputs Loose Ends. Because Loose Ends may
contain useful information , they are fed to the add operation
in the output of the last node of the cell.
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Fig. 5: Example cell components

Numerous state-of-the-art search algorithms have been pro-
posed and evaluated in a setting with abundant resources (e.g.,
in excess of 400 GPUs [14], [18], [25]) and, or minimal to
no time constraint (e.g., up to 50,000 trials [18], 310 epochs
for architecture search [20]). Indeed, in a resource- or time-
constrained environment, these algorithms may not converge to
their optimal performance. Moreover, simple Random Search
(RS) has proven very competitive against its more complex
counterparts. In [23], the authors compared a variation of EA
and MCTS to RS with the spectrum of measured accuracy
ranging between 94.1% and 94.2%. Similarly, authors in [14],
[20], [25] showed RS performance to be within 1% of other
search algorithms.

The modularity of AutoML4ETC allows to choose any
search algorithm independently from the search space. There-
fore, we investigate different state-of-the-art neural architec-
ture search algorithms, and evaluate their impact on the per-
formance and complexity of the best child model. Specifically,
in AutoML4ETC, we experiment with RL [20], MCTS [23],
and EA [25], and compare them against the baseline RS
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algorithm. With the exception of RS, these search algorithms
were developed and evaluated on the NASNet or ENAS
Micro search spaces, which were an inspiration for our novel
search space in AutoML4ETC. Therefore, comparing these
searching algorithms in AutoML4ETC is particularly relevant
(cf. Section IV-E).

C. Child Model Training Strategies

NAS is inherently time consuming and includes the follow-
ing steps: (i) search algorithm, (ii) child architecture composi-
tion, and (iii) training of child models. In our experiments,
we estimated the time taken for the first two steps to be
around a 100 milliseconds, which is negligible in comparison
to the time in training child models. Indeed, every time a child
architecture is composed, it is trained over several epochs and
then evaluated for performance. The performance is a reward
signal for a child model, and helps the search algorithm to
converge to better child neural networks in future trials. Our
goals is to reduce the child model training time (i.e., number
of epochs) without compromising NAS performance.

We investigate two types of child model training strategies
in AutoML4ETC, namely full training and partial training.
Full training pertains to training child models on as many
epochs as needed to generate the best possible architecture. In
contrast, in partial training, the child models are trained on a
smaller number of epochs, and only the best-performing child
model is trained for additional epochs, as needed.

For example, the child models in the partial training strategy
could be trained for 25% of the full training epochs, with the
best performing child model trained further for the remain-
ing 75% epochs. This could significantly reduce NAS time.
However, the best child model from partial training is only
an estimate of the global best child model. Therefore, there is
an interesting trade-off to consider between the two training
strategies in AutoML4ETC (cf. Section IV-F).

IV. EVALUATION

We start by presenting the overall settings and methodology
for evaluating AutoML4ETC. The high-level workflow of
the AutoML4ETC framework, including all of its compo-
nents, is depicted in Fig. 6. In Section IV-A, we describe
the baseline state-of-the-art ETC models used for comparing
the performance of the AutoML4ETC-generated models. In
Section IV-B, we present the performance criteria and metrics
used in our evaluation. We describe the pre-processing and
labeling process of TLS and QUIC raw packet captures
(i.e., PCAP files) as well as the datasets used in our experi-
ments in Section IV-C.

Our evaluation study is four-fold. We evaluate the search
space of AutoML4ETC and compare it against a baseline
search space in Section IV-D. We evaluate the performance of
different search algorithms and child-model training strategies
in Section IV-E and Section IV-F, respectively. Finally, in
Section IV-G, we compare the performance of AutoML4ETC-
generated architectures against the baseline state-of-the-art
ETC models on various datasets.

A. State-of-the-art ETC Models

We use four baseline state-of-the-art ETC models that have
shown superior performance on the input features employed
in this work.

The UWOrange [8] model consists of three different
branches each tailored to a specific type of input feature
type. The outputs of the three parts are concatenated and
further processed by dense layers followed by a Softmax layer.
One branch of the model consists of convolutional layers that
process packet raw bytes. We call this branch the UWOrange-
H model, and use it as a baseline for comparison.

The UCDavis CNN [34] model is designed to operate on
packet raw bytes. It differs from the UWOrange-H model in
terms of the number of units in the last dense layers, and
it does not use dropout layers. However, the essential part
of the UCDavis CNN and the UWOrange-H models, i.e., the
CNN layers, are similar. Another difference between the two
models is in their input. The raw packet data in UCDavis CNN
includes the first six packets of a flow, while the input data in
UWOrange-H consists of the first 600 bytes of the first three
TLS handshake packets of the flow.

The DeepPacket CNN [2] is a high-performing DL model
designed specifically for packet raw bytes. This CNN model
receives a 1,500-dimensional vector as input and comprises
two 1D convolutional layers placed one after the other, fol-
lowed by a max-pooling layer. The vector is flattened and fed
through four fully connected layers, with the final layer serving
as the Softmax classifier.

E2E CNN [44] is the first encrypted traffic classifier that
employs 1D-CNNs. It was shown to outperform traditional ML
methods. This model inspired many other CNN architectures
including all the state-of-the-art baseline models considered
in this paper. Furthermore, this CNN-based model is also
tailored for packet raw bytes, making it a valid baseline
to compare the performance of AutoML4ETC. E2E CNN
receives a 768-dimensional vector as input and comprises one
1D convolutional layer, followed by a max-pooling layer. The
same structure is repeated and finally, the vector is flattened
and fed to two fully-connected layers with the final layer
serving as the Softmax classifier.

The detailed model architectures implemented in our exper-
iments are depicted in Appendix Fig. 12.

B. Metrics and Settings

A binary classification task may result in True Positives
(TP), False Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN), and False
Negatives (FN). The precision, recall, F1-score and accuracy
of such a classifier are derived as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
× 100

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
× 100

F1− score =
2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
× 100

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100
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Fig. 6: Overall AutoML4ETC framework

In this work, we aim to use AutoML4ETC to generate
multi-label encrypted network traffic classifiers. As such, we
evaluate the performance of a generated model in terms of
its weighted average recall, weighted average precision, and
weighted average F1-score, by averaging the recall, precision,
and F1-score of the classifier across all classes weighted by
the fraction of flows belonging to each class in the dataset.
We also evaluate the accuracy of the model as the fraction of
correctly classified flows.

Each child network is trained with an initial learning rate of
0.001. Furthermore, while the child models are being trained,
we cut the learning rate in half every 10 epochs. We found this
to be a more effective solution than a fixed learning rate, as
it increases the resolution of the gradient descent’s search as
the search progresses. Moreover, we use the Adam optimizer
and the sparse categorical cross-entropy loss function to train
the child networks. Further details can be found in the source
code (cf. Footnote 1).

Our software stack for neural architecture design and pre-
processing consists of Tensorflow 2.2 [45] with Keras [46]
and PySpark 2.4.4 [47], and a custom version of Hypernets
0.2.3 [48] with custom HyperKeras.

C. Datasets and Pre-processing

The overall procedure for pre-processing and labeling raw
packet captures (i.e., PCAP files) into ML-usable datasets
is shown in Figure 7. The first pre-processing step consists
of removing the packet payloads beyond the TLS or QUIC
header. The resulting PCAP files are broken into flows, where

each flow consists of packets close in time that share source
IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, and protocol.
From each flow, the headers of the first three TLS handshake
packets are extracted. The TLS Server Name Indication (SNI)
header is used for labeling the flow and is obfuscated next,
and so is the TLS cipher information header field. The IP
addresses are also masked. For the QUIC flows, only the first
ClientHello packet in the handshake phase is extracted. The
SNI header is used for labeling the flow and is obfuscated
next, and so is the TLS cipher information header. We do not
include more than one packet for QUIC flows as the latter
packets are encrypted and do not have any information useful
to the classifier.

The real-world datasets were labeled based on the SNI field
in each flow, which is one reason why we obfuscate the SNI
value in preprocessing. Not all flows contain a readable SNI
value. Moreover, the utilization of clear SNI is likely to decline
in favor of the proposed Encrypted SNI (ESNI) extension
[49]. Hence, we need traffic classifiers that learn the intrinsic
characteristics of the flows rather than a mapping from SNI
to traffic classes.

We used an approximate labeling function to extract labels
from SNIs. We developed a look-up table by visiting top web-
sites in each service class and extracting regular expressions
from their domain names, which are matched with the SNI
value to map each SNI to a label. Because not all flows contain
an SNI value, we also label adjacent flows (i.e., flows with the
same TLS session-id or close-enough start time) based on the
main flow that has an SNI to increase the number of labeled
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Fig. 7: Pre-processing procedure for real-world datasets

flows.
The labeling module was initially designed for the TLS

datasets and then adapted to the QUIC dataset. We observed
from the SNIs in the QUIC dataset that some of the TLS
dataset classes did not have any instances in the QUIC dataset.
Similarly, some of the classes are unique to QUIC, such as
resources and e-commerce.

The Resources class contains flows that add material to the
webpage, such as Javascript, CSS, and HTML libraries, and
often have one end in some major hosting service, e.g., Cloud-
flare. On the other hand, flows that belong to third-party
Advertisement services are categorized under ecommerce.

We categorize QUIC and TLS using different sets of classes
for two reasons: (i) QUIC is still a relatively new protocol
and is not yet as widely adopted as TLS, and (ii) QUIC offers
a higher connection speed than HTTP over TLS; therefore,
time-sensitive services such as resources adopt it to enhance
the loading time of their clients’ websites. However, it is less
frequently adopted by services such as mail or file download,
where loading time is not crucial.

We evaluate AutoML4ETC on six real-world datasets and
three public benchmark datasets of network traffic generated
either synthetically or in controlled environments [37], [50].
Five of the real-world datasets consist of TLS flows and the
sixth consists of QUIC flows. The real-world datasets were
generated by pre-processing and labeling traffic traces captured
on the Orange mobile network, and named after their year
and month of capture. Table I highlights the properties of the
datasets labeled at the service level. We also experiment with
application-level classification. The application-level labels are
listed in Table II and differ from the service-level labels. In
each dataset, we reserve 80% of the labeled data samples for
training and the remaining 20% for evaluation. For the real-
world datasets we use a 600-byte cut-off as suggested in [8].
For the other datasets, we use the pre-processed version made
available by the original authors.

D. Evaluation of the search space

In order to show how the AutoML4ETC search space
surpasses the performance of current state-of-the-art ETC, we
build another search space based on the state-of-the-art ETC
architectures, which we name CNN + MLP. We then compare
the performance of the best model found in this search space
with that of the best model found in AutoML4ETC. The best
models are found using the same RS algorithm.

Batch Norm

CNN
Activation

Dropout

Permutation

CONV

Block

Batch Norm

CNN
Activation

Dropout

Permutation

CONV

Block

CONV-Pool Block

CONV-Pool Block

Repeat

CONV Block

Repeat

Pooling

Fig. 8: Overview of CNN search space

Batch Norm

Dense
Activation

Dropout

Permutation

Batch Norm

Dense
Activation

Dropout

Permutation

Dense

Block Dense Block

Repeat

Fig. 9: Overview of MLP search space

CNN + MLP: The CNN + MLP search spaces are inspired
by the ETC state of the art [2], [4], [8], [34], [37] and covers
their architecture. The overall structure of the CNN (i.e., 2D
CNNs or 1D CNNs) search space is depicted in Figure 8.
Each CONV-Pool Block is a sequence of one or more CONV
Blocks connected to a pooling layer. The number of CONV-
Pool Blocks in the sequence is determined by the CONV-Pool
Block Repeat parameter. Moreover, the inner CONV Block
is also sequentially repeated CONV Block Repeat number of
times, where the two repeat parameters are independent of one
another. Additionally, for the first two CONV-Pool Blocks, we
set the CONV Block Repeat to two repetitions. Thereafter,
CONV Block Repeat can be from a range of 3 to 5, which
is a number of convolutional layers often used in ETC [2],
[4], [8], [34], [37]. Also, the number of filters is cut in half
in the following repetitions of CONV Block, i.e., after the
first two CONV-Pool Blocks. The parameters for this search
space are summarized in Table III. Choice means that the
search algorithm chooses a value from a range of values for
that parameter; Optional means that this layer is optional;
Permutation only organizes the best permutation of values;
Reduce factor defines the sequential amount of reduction in
dense units.

We connect CNN search space to the MLP search space to
construct the CNN + MLP search space. For the MLP search
space, we use a sequence of dense layers and a permutation of
dropout, batch norm, and activation layers between every two
dense layers, as shown in Figure 9. We repeat this Dense Block
several times, which is specified by the Dense Block Repeat
parameter. These blocks are connected and the number of units
in the dense layer is reduced in the next block by the Reduce
factor parameter. The parameters of the MLP search space are
summarized in Table IV.
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TABLE I: Service-level datasets properties

Dataset Type Dataset name Number of
flows (thousand)

Number of labeled
flows (thousand) Dataset classes

Real-world (Orange)
Protocol: TLS

July 2019 762.7 119.8
chat, download, games,

mail, search, social,
streaming, Web

September 2020 411.7 89.9
April 2021 284.8 42.3
May 2021 124.0 51.2
June 2021 261.2 51.2

Real-world (Orange)
Protocol: QUIC QUIC - May 2021 37.8 26.0 web, social, streaming,

ecommerce, resources, games

Semi real-world (Controlled environment)
Protocol: Mixed ISCXVPN2016 [50] 140.7 140.7

chat, email, file transfer, streaming, torrent, voip
VPNchat, VPNemail, VPNfile-transfer,
VPNstreaming, VPNtorrent, VPNvoip

TABLE II: Application-level datasets properties

Dataset Type Dataset name Number of
flows (thousand)

Number of labeled
flows (thousand) Dataset classes

Real-world (Orange)
Protocol: TLS

July 2019 762.7 83.1 chatFacebook, chatSnapchat,
chatWhatsApp, downloadApple,

downloadGooglePlay, mailGmail,
mailHotmail, mailOutlook, searchGoogle,

socialFacebook, socialInstagram, socialTwitter,
streamingFacebook, streamingNetflix,
streamingSnapchat, streamingYoutube,
webAmazon, webAppleLocalication,

webMicrosoft

September 2020 411.7 59.8

April 2021 284.8 26.3

May 2021 124.0 11.1

June 2021 261.2 34.0

Real-world (Orange)
Protocol: QUIC QUIC - May 2021 37.8 9.3

chatDiscord, resourcesGoogle, resourcesMgid,
resourcesPbstck, resourcesSmpush,

resourcesJSDelivr,socialFacebook, webCanva
Synthetic (UCDavis)

Protocol: QUIC UCDavis QUIC [37] 3.63 3.63 GoogleDoc, GoogelDrive, GoogleMusic,
GoogleSearch, YouTube

Semi real-world (Controlled environment)
Protocol: Mixed ISCXVPN2016 [50] 41.7 41.7

AIM chat, email, facebook, FTPS, scp
gmail, hangouts, ICQ, netflix, sftp, youtube

skype, spotify, torrent, tor, vimeo, voipbuster

TABLE III: CNN search space parameters, values, and types
Parameter CONV Block Repeat Kernel size Filter size Dropout Order Pooling layer Activation Batch norm

Values [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] [(1, 1), (2, 2)] [32, 64] (0, 0.05) [dropout, activation, batch norm] [MaxPool, AveragePool] [relu, elu] Boolean
Type Choice Choice Choice Real Permutation Choice Choice Optional

TABLE IV: MLP search space parameters, values, and types

Parameter Dense units Number of Dense layers Reduce factor Activation Batch norm Dropout Order
Values [100, 200, 400] [3, 4, 5] [1, 0.7] [relu, elu] Boolean (0.3, 0.5) [dropout, batch norm, activation]
Type Choice Choice Choice Choice Optional Real number Permutation

Performance Comparison: We showcase the performance
of AutoML4ETC against CNN + MLP by comparing the
performances of the best model found in each search space.
The same RS algorithm is used to search all search spaces,
as our goal is to evaluate the search space, not the search
algorithm. Table V shows the best model’s performance on
the May 2021 TLS dataset, when the child model is trained
for 40 epochs. We use the May 2021 TLS dataset as it is
the smallest of our TLS datasets for timing purposes. We will
justify the 40 epochs and report results with different numbers
of epochs and other datasets in later sections.

The best child model generated from the CNN-2D + MLP
search space after 200 trials, achieves a 77.55% accuracy and
has almost 22 million parameters. The input to the models in
this search space is transformed into two-dimensional images

(i.e., [4] with NAS). However, turning raw bytes into 1D
vectors and using 1D CNNs can boost the performance of
the model. We speculate that the arbitrary arrangement of
sequential packet bytes in 2D possibly confuses the model, as
it considers learning patterns between bytes that are put next

to one another in 2D for no reason. Evidently, on the CNN-
1D + MLP search space, it is possible to obtain a child model
that achieves 78.75% accuracy with almost half the number
of parameters after the same number of trials.

RS on the ENAS Micro search space can find a much
lighter model (i.e., 120.6 thousand parameters) that achieves
higher accuracy (i.e., 80.4%), after 200 trials as well. However,
with the AutoML4ETC search space, it is possible to generate
a classifier that is not only more accurate (i.e., 82.86%
classification accuracy) but also lighter (i.e., 111.5 thousand
parameters) than any of the above classifiers after only half of
those trials (i.e., 100 trials). Hence our AutoML4ETC search
space outperforms state-of-the-art search spaces both in terms
of accuracy and complexity of the best child model on this
dataset.

E. Comparison of Search Algorithms

We discuss and compare the performances of different
search algorithms in this section after briefly describing the
algorithms.
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TABLE V: Packet raw bytes search spaces comparison

Search
Space

Search
Algorithm Trials Accuracy

(%)
Parameters
(Thousand)

AutoML4ETC RS 100 82.86 111.5
2D-CNN + MLP RS 200 77.55 21,940.5
1D-CNN + MLP RS 200 78.75 12,116.1

ENAS Micro RS 200 80.4 120.6

RL: Based on the RNN controller in [20], which uses RE-
INFORCE with baseline and Adam as the optimizer. The RNN
controller is a single-layer Long Short-term Memory (LSTM)
with 100 units applied to the controller logits. Baseline decay
is set to 0.999, while the norm of gradients is clipped at 5.0.
The learning rate for the Adam optimizer is 1e-3.

MCTS: Based on [23] and uses UCT [51]. The maximum
node expansion is set to 10. When rolling out, the sample size
for the simulation network to assess potential pathways is set
to 10. The simulation network is LightGBM [52] with default
parameters.

EA: Based on [25], where the population size is set to 20.
The number of parent candidates selected per evolution cycle
is set to 5.

RS: Makes random decisions at each step. It does not
maintain a state to update itself based on previous decisions.

For a fair comparison, we fix the other parameters of
AutoML4ETC as follows. We set the number of child model
training epochs to 10 for faster training and set the total
number of trials to 100. We will discuss the effectiveness of
the 10 epochs of child model training in the next section.

We compare the mean accuracy of the top-N child models
found by each of the search algorithms for N=1, 5, 10, 20, and
30. This is because we are not only interested in comparing
the performance of the global best child models, but also we
want to compare the overall ability of each search algorithm to
find reasonably good (i.e., reasonably accurate) child models
throughout the search process. As an example, top-5 child
models are the 5 child models that achieve the best validation
accuracy sorted in descending order.

Performance evaluation results are depicted in Figure 10.
Several interesting observations can be made here. First, con-
cerning the global best child models (i.e., top-1 child models),
it is evident that all of the search algorithms lead to equally
well-performing best child models; the standard deviation of
the accuracy distribution across the best child models is only
0.25%. This result highlights, in particular, the power of our
search space, where the simplest search algorithm (i.e., RS)
can perform as well as much more complex search algorithms
at the cost of a few more parameters (i.e., 206.53, 231.62,
242.12, and 258.24 thousand for RL, MCTS, EA, and RS,
respectively).

Another interesting observation is that as N increases, the
gap between the mean accuracies of the top-N child models
grows. While the MCTS algorithm is the top performer for
N=5,..,30, RL performs the worst. Moreover, in this same
range, the EA and RS algorithms perform almost identically
and score in between MCTS and RL. This suggests that MCTS
can build more top-performing models with fewer trials and
child model training epochs.

Fig. 10: Comparison of average accuracy of top-N child
models using different search algorithms

All of these findings and observations suggest that designing
a good search space is more important than the search algo-
rithm itself when using fewer trials and epochs for child model
training. A good search space is when most of the architecture
combinations result in reasonably good accuracy, and this
applies to our search space. Therefore, in the state of the art
versus AutoML4ETC section, for the sake of efficiency in the
number of parameters with the best accuracy, we choose to use
RL as our search algorithm. RL showed the best performance
for the top-1 child model and also found the best child model
with the least number of parameters. However, the search
spaces in AutoML4ETC can be combined with another search
algorithm to realize any other desiderata.

F. Evaluation of Child Model Training Strategies

We start by searching for an upper bound for the number
of training epochs needed to find the best child model. To
find this number, we conduct a set of experiments where we
increase the number of training epochs starting from 10 and
validate every 10 epochs on the testing dataset. Figure 11 is
the mean validation accuracy of the top-10 child models for a
varying number of training epochs. We can see that the average
accuracy of the top-10 child models (i.e., black line curve)
flattens beyond 40 epochs. Therefore, 40 epochs can be set as
our upper bound for the full training of child models.

From another perspective, if we partially train the child
models over 10 epochs only, we can save approximately 75%
of the total NAS time. With this method we just use 10 epochs
for training child models, then extract the top child model and
train it for an extra 30 epochs. However, the best child model
resulting from partial training is an estimate of the global best
child model.

Table VI further shows the trade-off between the accuracy
and complexity of the top child model. We can see that
with a 10-epoch partial training strategy, the top child model
achieves 79.71% accuracy. However, with the full training
strategy, i.e., training over 40 epochs, the top child model
can achieve a higher accuracy of 82.86%. Additionally, the
number of parameters of the top child model resulting from
the full training approach is less than half of its counterpart.
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TABLE VI: Performance of partial training of child models
(i.e., 10 epochs) vs. full training strategy (i.e., 40 epochs)

Child model
training epochs

Child model
accuracy (%)

Full train
accuracy (%)

Total
parameters

10 epochs 77.61 79.72 263,368
40 epochs 82.86 - 111,560

Fig. 11: Accuracy of top-10 child models with different
training epochs; the × mark is the average for each epoch.

Therefore, the trade-off can be diluted down to a loss of ∼3%
in accuracy with twice as many parameters for a ∼75% lower
time complexity (i.e., search time).

Since the AutoML4ETC models are light in general with
both strategies (i.e., number of parameters) and the difference
in accuracy is noticeable, a 40-epoch full training strategy
seems to be a better option for this particular search space.

G. AutoML4ETC versus State of the art

In the previous sections, we concluded that using RL as
the search algorithm, 40 epochs for child model training, and
100 trials would be our choices for AutoML4ETC. We now
compare the AutoML4ETC-generated model to other state-
of-the-art architectures for ETC (cf. Section IV-A). We use
the same batch size for all models and also use the input
features suggested in [8] (i.e., TLS handshake header) for
AutoML4ETC.

Table VII presents the performance of the AutoML4ETC
approach compared with other state-of-the-art ETC models
in service-level classification. It is evident that AutoML4ETC
outperforms the state-of-the-art models across all the datasets.
In fact, the AutoML4ETC-generated model is ∼1 to 60.1%
more accurate than the state of the art. Moreover, it is simpler
and lighter, with over 50 times fewer parameters than the state-
of-the-art models on average. Table VIII presents the same
results for application-level classification.

Interestingly, on the synthetic QUIC - UCDavis dataset [37],
AutoML4ETC achieves 100% accuracy recording the highest
achievable accuracy with around 100 times fewer parameters
than the state-of-the-art models. The detailed architecture is
depicted in Appendix Fig. 13 as an example. The architecture
found by AutoML4ETC is totally different from the hand-
crafted state-of-the-art models, which further reinforces the
benefit of AutoML4ETC.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we introduce AutoML4ETC a novel and
fully automated neural architecture search tool for the early
classification of encrypted traffic. AutoML4ETC is comprised
of a powerful neural architecture search space tailored for raw
packet byte-based classification, whose building blocks were
carefully selected based on an exhaustive literature review
along with our experience in designing and experimenting
with a state-of-the-art encrypted traffic classifier. The neural
architecture search space is supplemented with efficient search
algorithms and training strategies, whose evaluation is reported
on several public benchmark and Orange mobile network
traffic datasets. We showcase that AutoML4ETC-generated ar-
chitectures are significantly more light-weight, more effective,
and better performing than state-of-the-art ETC models on
diverse datasets.

In recent years, Attention Networks [53] and Transformer-
based [54] architectures have shown good performance in
ETC. However, their unique architectures with no obvious
repetitive structure, pose challenges for AutoML. In the future,
we will investigate the possibility of including Attention
Networks and Transformers in the NAS search space. We
will also investigate more efficient ways for searching better
performing neural architectures, for example, by using one-
shot approaches [55].
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TABLE VII: AutoML4ETC versus the state-of-the-art models in service-level classification

Dataset Model Accuracy
(%)

W Avg.
F-1 score (%)

W Avg.
recall (%)

W Avg.
precision (%) Total parameters Trainable parameters

July 2019

AutoML4ETC 95.86 95.86 95.86 95.87 271,560 266,696
UWOrange-H 94.87 94.87 94.87 94.93 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 90.95 90.92 90.95 90.93 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 90.49 90.47 90.49 90.48 9,960,732 9,960,732

E2E CNN 87.40 87.39 87.40 87.46 11,202,440 11,202,440

September 2021

AutoML4ETC 87.04 87.97 87.04 91.09 156,104 153,032
UWOrange-H 83.59 84.48 83.59 87.84 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 86.52 86.49 86.52 86.52 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 87.38 87.39 87.38 87.42 9,960,732 9,960,732

E2E CNN 81.46 81.59 81.46 81.98 11,202,440 11,202,440

April 2021

AutoML4ETC 87.18 87.83 87.18 90.15 121,544 118,984
UWOrange-H 84.59 86.62 84.59 90.95 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 82.17 82.3 82.17 82.87 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 82.98 82.98 82.98 83.02 9,960,732 9,960,732

E2E CNN 76.30 76.45 76.30 77.00 11,202,440 11,202,440

May 2021

AutoML4ETC 82.86 84.03 82.85 88.2 111,560 109,256
UWOrange-H 79.00 80.00 79.00 83.86 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 79.29 79.38 79.29 79.56 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 79.54 79.59 79.54 79.66 9,960,732 9,960,732

E2E CNN 76.32 76.28 76.32 76.28 11,202,440 11,202,440

June 2021

AutoML4ETC 87.04 87.69 87.04 89.86 211,144 207,048
UWOrange-H 86.27 86.89 86.27 89.07 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 83.27 83.27 83.27 83.31 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 83.37 83.37 83.37 83.41 9,960,732 9,960,732

E2E CNN 75.66 75.70 75.66 75.92 11,202,440 11,202,440

QUIC - May 2021

AutoML4ETC 84.22 87.24 84.22 92.21 111,302 108,998
UWOrange-H 71.48 78.23 71.48 91 2,672,902 2,672,902

UCDavis CNN 58.13 67.77 58.13 86.76 1,263,878 1,263,878
DeepPacket CNN 28.46 38.70 28.46 87.95 1,768,474 1,768,474

E2E CNN 55.42 65.92 55.42 87.92 1,894,278 1,894,278

ISCX2016 [50]

AutoML4ETC 94.35 94.40 94.35 94.87 226,508 222,412
UWOrange-H 92.81 92.56 92.81 94.87 6,360,076 6,360,076

UCDavis CNN 93.78 93.82 93.78 94.01 6,360,076 6,360,076
DeepPacket CNN 92.24 92.04 92.24 94.32 9,730,848 9,730,848

E2E CNN 92.48 92.47 92.48 93.30 10,944,396 10,944,396

TABLE VIII: AutoML4ETC versus the state-of-the-art models in application-level classification

Dataset Model Accuracy
(%)

W Avg.
F-1 score (%)

W Avg.
recall (%)

W Avg.
precision (%) Total parameters Trainable parameters

July 2019

AutoML4ETC 98.48 98.48 98.48 98.5 271,699 266,835
UWOrange-H 96.05 96.19 96.05 96.6 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 93.3 93.26 93.3 93.27 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 91.99 91.97 91.99 91.99 9,962,151 9,962,151

E2E CNN 85.99 86.25 85.99 86.95 11,213,715 11,213,715

September 2021

AutoML4ETC 88.76 90.16 88.76 94.22 307,027 301,651
UWOrange-H 84.75 86.05 84.75 90.66 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 88.25 88.16 88.25 88.19 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 89.83 89.94 89.83 90.27 9,962,151 9,962,151

E2E CNN 85.24 85.40 85.24 85.67 11,213,715 11,213,715

April 2021

AutoML4ETC 90.76 91.74 90.76 94.5 236,883 232,531
UWOrange-H 87.01 87.94 87.01 90.98 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 85.21 85.16 85.21 85.24 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 85.76 85.87 85.76 86.19 9,962,151 9,962,151

E2E CNN 77.85 78.48 77.85 80.03 11,213,715 11,213,715

May 2021

AutoML4ETC 84.28 85.64 84.28 90.62 193,363 189,779
UWOrange-H 74.08 80.77 74.08 90.87 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 80.4 80.34 80.4 80.62 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 81.17 81.29 81.17 81.62 9,962,151 9,962,151

E2E CNN 82.25 82.54 82.25 83.10 11,213,715 11,213,715

June 2021

AutoML4ETC 89.53 90.79 89.53 94.27 184,403 181,075
UWOrange-H 87.24 88.45 87.24 92.06 7,588,360 7,588,360

UCDavis CNN 85.17 84.97 85.17 85.02 6,507,016 6,507,016
DeepPacket CNN 85.06 85.05 85.06 85.15 9,962,151 9,962,151

E2E CNN 81.15 81.18 81.15 81.32 11,213,715 11,213,715

QUIC - May 2021

AutoML4ETC 86.30 85.24 86.30 85.03 191,944 188,360
UWOrange-H 86.35 87.31 86.35 89.02 2,673,160 2,673,160

UCDavis CNN 51.52 53.22 51.52 60.72 1,264,136 1,264,136
DeepPacket CNN 26.21 14.82 26.21 15.54 1,768,732 1,768,732

E2E CNN 39.21 40.08 39.21 45.53 1,896,328 1,896,328

QUIC - UCDavis [37]

AutoML4ETC 100 100 100 100 130,117 127,301
UWOrange-H 99.25 99.24 99.25 99.25 12,798,085 12,798,085

UCDavis CNN 97.30 97.29 97.30 97.30 12,798,085 12,798,085
DeepPacket CNN 98.42 98.42 98.42 98.44 19,790,745 19,790,745

E2E CNN 98.95 98.94 98.95 98.95 22,406,021 22,406,021

ISCX2016 [50]

AutoML4ETC 92.67 92.85 92.67 93.73 192,081 188,497
UWOrange-H 89.15 89.14 89.15 90.93 6,360,721 6,360,721

UCDavis CNN 88.19 88.36 88.19 89.05 6,360,721 6,360,721
DeepPacket CNN 89.21 89.43 89.21 90.01 9,731,493 9,731,493

E2E CNN 89.30 89.14 89.30 90.52 10,949,521 10,949,521
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Fig. 12: The state-of-the-art ETC baseline model architectures used in this paper
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1_normal_C1_N2_add_: Add1_normal_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_bn_dropout_1_: Dropout

1_normal_C1_N3_R_avgpooling3x3_pool_: AveragePooling1D

1_normal_C1_N3_add_: Add

2_reduction_C1_1reduction_: FactorizedReduction_K

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_relu_0_: Activation 2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_relu_0_: Activation2_reduction_C1_N1_R_avgpooling3x3_pool_: AveragePooling1D

2_reduction_C1_N2_R_maxpooling3x3_pool_: MaxPooling1D

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_sepconv1d_0: SeparableConv1D

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_bn_0_: BatchNormalization

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_bn_dropout_0_: Dropout

2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_sepconv1d_0: SeparableConv1D

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_relu_1_: Activation

2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_bn_0_: BatchNormalization

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_sepconv1d_1: SeparableConv1D

2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_bn_dropout_0_: Dropout

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_bn_1_: BatchNormalization

2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_relu_1_: Activation

2_reduction_C1_N0_L_sepconv5x5_bn_dropout_1_: Dropout

2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_sepconv1d_1: SeparableConv1D

2_reduction_C1_N0_add_: Add

2_reduction_C1_N1_L_avgpooling3x3_pool_: AveragePooling1D

2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_bn_1_: BatchNormalization

2_reduction_C1_N3_R_avgpooling3x3_pool_: AveragePooling1D 2_reduction_C1_N2_add_: Add

2_reduction_C1_N3_L_sepconv3x3_bn_dropout_1_: Dropout

2_reduction_C1_N1_add_: Add

2_reduction_C1_N3_add_: Add

2_reduction_C1_add_: Add

classi cation_relu: Activation

classi cation_global_avgpool: GlobalAveragePooling1D

classi cation_logit: Dense

Fig. 13: AutoML4ETC-generated DNN architecture that achieves 100% accuracy on the QUIC - UCDavis dataset [37]
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